
Laundry Laundry Laundry Laundry   

“You see, poppet, this isn’t just a washing machine. It is a Four-Dimensional Purification 

Soap-Sphere, patented by Gladestone Industries. Very old. It doesn’t just wash clothes but 

rotates them on such a wild axis that any fabric inside calibrates with every possible timeline 

where those dirty clothes can be found, then washes them as well. Do you understand?” 

          The little girl nodded.  

“And how many timelines are there?” 

“256” she said.  

“Good girl. Now, let’s see it in action…” 

          Her father walked towards the clear sphere, resting on a museum podium etched with 

mantras pertaining to water. Brass strips wrapped and quartered the orb, meeting at a big 

button on its north pole. A dress lay inside, ancient and caked with something dark. The girl 

wondered how it got in there. 

     He pressed the button. Water began to slosh. Then the rupture of space, the spinning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Spectra Zephyr 

 

The boy tied his sand-goggles tighter, 

knotting a bow with one hand behind his 

face, the copper glass rattling against the 

storm. Flecks of sand scraped diamond-thin 

trails over the visor’s surface, like imprints 

of a comet’s pale light. 

     Floating, the world— low dunes hummed 

to a haze at their peak, spiralled and stunned 

in swirls of dust. Golden bubbles wavered 

off the brittle fabric of the land, a 

constellation of micro-stone pummelling the 

boy. His leather garnered protection but the 

force was still magnificent. His overalls 

flapped upwards into a corkscrew cape. 

Still, he persisted; home had to be visible 

soon, somewhere on the smudged horizon.   

     He had gone for a while for the usual 

chores: the collection of water, the cacti 

harvest, a market trip to the xeric zone. The 

Purple Clouds  
 
Mummy always says to wait. After turning 

the tap, you have to let the glass fill up and 

up with the water, which looks fine but 

turns strange when it gets to the glass. 

Because then the froth becomes purple, 

rolling and rolling inside, until fizzing all 

the way to the top like a tasty foam. But we 

can’t eat it. The purple clouds have to say 

bye-bye; they have to turn so small you 

can’t see them. Then the sky is fine to drink.  

     That’s the riddle we have to say to 

remember. Watch the purple clouds go by / 

Then drink the sky. It’s the same when my 

chore is watering the cacti on the 

windowsill. I pick up the white teapot 

(which is the one we use for gardening, the 

hot chocolate one is orange and the coffee 

one is blue) and slosh it all about, and it 

looks like a lot of violet eyes winking at me,  
 

Road-River 

 
Both parents were stuck in the juicebox with 

their I’s visor-glazed, little everyporns over 

their minds, big and fat and naked, arms 

hooked with cables. Fine time for some, the 

sort-of living. Think of stomping so big you 

go to war in a breath and step. 

     Basically the caravan wasn’t working. 

Rusted panels and unturning taps drooped 

over the stained sink. So it was up to me, 

the good little daughter, to mix things up; to 

get stuff to a whacked shape, as usual. I had 

to take their jaws in my hand and feed them 

omniporridge, then pour the little water we 

had left into their gullets. The bottles were 

emerald at the bottom. 

      And we’re dry. Great. I leave to find an 

ebbing source, somewhere out by the 

motorway. It’s a honey afternoon, sun low 

Civil Engine  

 

New Gladestone’s crisis is less of supply, 

but more its desire for demand. Without the 

concrete specifications dictated by 

Execution, a listlessness has arisen in the 

utopia we have created. A microcosm of this 

dilemma can be seen in the trend of ‘New 

Photosynthesis’, the ur-fashion craze 

spreading through the Lavender Quarter 

which has led to a severe gulf between 

social class. Those that can afford the 

surgery now find themselves without the 

need for amenities such as food. Penthouse 

proximity to the sun provides inner 

nourishment these days. It has become 

fashionable to stand in pools of soil, 

encased in giant teapots made of porcelain 

and gold, for hours on end. Osmosis occurs 

between the leafy feet, the strange roots 

 

 



clutched all that produce to his frail side in a 

knapsack, under his clothes. Such is the way 

of the storm, when even the ground rises to 

meet you. It was all ground-down years ago, 

beyond even ancient history, in a way. Now 

those bricks were miniscule dots across the 

wastes. To let sand sift through a hand was 

to watch cities crumble, a flashback. And a 

reminder how far home really was. A city 

hovering on the horizon, floating refuge and 

garden on the sun’s line… where Mother 

watered twelve-petalled lilies in a cracked 

teapot. Jug to soiled jug. This being in the 

past, before the pillage. He had to persist, 

through the wastes, for her. Her memory, 

specifically. And to regain his home’s 

water, however pitiful the final amount.   

     It was then when something unexpected, 

cold, wrapped round his stick form, so 

bracing and sudden he stopped and fell to 

his knees with a sting and surprise. He felt  

then they go away and I can pour care-free. 

And the spiky stalk drinks it all up, going 

from brown to bright pink within a minute.  

     I call this one Boy. The last one was 

named Daddy, but I dropped it when I took 

it out for a walk, and the china pot became a 

lot of jags on the grass. Then it started to 

rain so I had to run inside before it started 

properly, and watch Daddy turn to mulch 

from the kitchen window, soil slinking 

away. I felt helpless.  

     But the rain is beautiful. Makes the grass 

go all fluffy, a big green rug. Mummy says 

we’ll see so much rain when we move 

house, by my bedroom porthole. Though I 

will still miss the garden. It looks very low 

and secret, with the big trees at the end. And 

those magical noises of the edge of the 

town, the midnight shuttle booming past. 

When I can’t sleep because of the river 

nightmare I come down here, stand on my  

and apricot kind of colours swathed about 

the sky. The entire village sits, stock-still, 

white ovals lowly stacked with bricks. The 

wheels were all burnt early enough, plopped 

in the central fire, the never-ending safety 

light. And for cooking, now the gas silos are 

kaput. All those cans rolled down, flattening 

the grass, stuck in the dense thicket of 

thorny mutant trees, a long time ago. I hear 

stories of yellow eyes staring out and then 

expanding to the size of moons, destroying 

the dark. Stories, mind. Maybe even 

simulations, because blurs between the 

two’s been known to happen in this age.  

     I pass by the central fire. Big Boy changes 

the chain-link board’s date to another 

extra— Gladestone Pilgrimage 

Commences: 128 Days— before scratching 

his collar. Strange sort of man, that, in his 

scruffy cacti-coloured suit. The wide-  

blooming out from the toe’s cuticles, 

slurping it all up. Meanwhile, without 

upper-class demand, the workers now find 

what was once mere utility transformed to 

urbane ornaments. Piping has become filled 

with flowers, used as an iron bunting. Food 

markets have been demolished in place for 

conceptual art galleries. Libraries have 

replaced public toilets. On their own merit, 

these advancements are miraculous, and 

imply humanity is onwards to a new 

‘Amethyst Age’ of prosperity. However, 

since these advancements have been 

localised entirely in the hands of the 

privileged, the working classes are not only 

experiencing economic poverty, but also 

biological poverty. In some cases children 

have to head down to the wasteland, risking 

their lives to harvest from overgrown and 

long-abandoned cacti farms. The situation is  

 

 

  



its fullness as his threadbare shirt was 

washed, whirled in soaped aqua. 

Undrinkable, though he did not know this. 

Only experienced the alien feeling. His 

leather moistened from the inside, and like 

that it was done.  

     The boy lay, both sweltering and 

shivering, awed and confused, scared 

perhaps. A smooth pear dropped out his 

sack and rolled away. Strangely, the sand 

and wind were beginning to recede. Then, 

there in the distance: the reason for its 

going. 

     The boy reached for his binoculars, 

latching them on to his lenses. He moved 

the copper poles, distance coming into 

focus, as he saw the noise.  

     Weather-destroyers. A dozen mechanical 

giants, rusted with war, stomping their way 

across the desert. 

 

tip-toes, and look at the black bits between 

the trees fill with shuttle light. 

     At bedtime I usually dream about my  

dress getting suddenly washed, being really 

cold and heavy on me. Sometimes (and this 

is very secret, I don’t tell Mummy) I wake 

up and go down to the kitchen and look up 

the window, climbing on to the sill itself, 

feet in the sink, and see them. Giant steel 

men, guarding the city, made from the 

shiniest metal I’ve ever seen. 

 

 

brimmed hat, lunar in its cracked pale. 

Flowing with rot, fingers dripping with the 

juice of a succulent, from a far-off place. 

Market man, I heard he was once. On the 

exodus to the same pale place as all of us. I 

catch a hey from him. Big Boy smiles back. 

     As I walked further that all receded; the 

inferno’s stench dimmed. On the edge of 

my eye something blue and whirling swum 

round a part of Big Boy, but I didn’t notice 

too much. Me focused on flow, now. A 

proper fence yawned out the forest’s 

thickness. It joined over contour lines and 

ran along the grass, past the incline which 

dipped to the unused motorway. I followed 

this.  

     Then the gap, and I’m down, and there it 

is. The flowing ebb, the unending 

undulation. Road-river. River of light, the 

streams of vehicles piled so close to each  

untenable; now we live in a post-Sentinel 

world, human policing cannot contain 

working-class frustration. If we do not 

democratise the photosynthetic process, our 

civil engine— already spluttering, low on 

sustainable fuel, just about keeping us 

hovering on the horizon— might collapse to 

revolution.    

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 

 
 

other each red and orange and white 

becomes a trail meandering along the 

grooves of long lost tarmac. Weed sprouts 

under in the cracks, a green coral. Is it 

beyond the speed of shape, or so slow shape 

disintegrates? I don’t know but lean in, 

scoop some bright soup in my palm. It 

fizzes in my hand, tingles along the nerve-

side but, somehow, somewhat stays. It 

doesn’t trickle away to wasted energy.  

     Squinting into it I see the swimming 

ghosts of vehicles. A bus, distant bug-eyes 

like a whale. A truck, its grated teeth and 

bouquets of ethereal exhausts. Beautiful 

machines. Beautiful ghosts. I carefully take 

the little pool home. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



     The father turned it off and grinned.  

“What do you think?” 

WATER IS WATER 

THE ABSENCE OF WATER IS WATER 

EVERYTHING BECOMES CLEAN IF YOU THINK ABOUT IT 


